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STATE IN A SMARTPHONE ON THE EXAMPLE OF UKRAINE 

Abstract: this article is dedicated to the project of the President of Ukraine «State 

in a Smartphone». Here we will get acquainted with the main directions, goals and 

development of this program. Let's consider whether there are analogues of the appli-

cation in the world and assess its relevance. 
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In the 21st century, we expect something new every day. We are no longer 

surprised by shopping online while sitting at home, the opportunity to communicate 

with people who are hundreds of kilometres away from us, the chance to go to any 

country in the world thanks to constant flights. If we abstract ourselves and begin to 

realize the whole improbability of those things with which we deal every day, one can 

doubt their reality. 

Every year humanity masters a new step on the ladder of «latest technologies». 

Only the headlines from the world tabloids are heard: «Elon Musk announced when 

the teleport will be available», «World scientists are working to create artificial 

intelligence», «Vaccine against all diseases – a myth or an emergency reality?" We are 

no longer surprised by such articles, but, despite all the discoveries, some things in our 

life remain unchanged... 

Let's remember an ordinary day in the life of every citizen. Waking up, a person 

of the 21st century, first of all, picks up a phone and checks social networks: news, 

messages, notifications. Being informed about current events, he puts himself in order, 

and at breakfast begins to think over and make a plan for the day. To start 

work/university, then you need to go to the store/bank/pay utility bills, eventually 

returns home and ends his day there. If you look closely at each place of the visit, it 

turns out that with the development of mankind, the way of spending time in these 

institutions has also changed. Let's take a university or work in an office: entering a 

building, we put an electronic pass to the turnstile, when a couple of years ago everyone 

carried an additional pass card with them. We go along the corridors and go into the 

office, or the audience and sit at the table, where we immediately begin to work with 

the computer, which also came recently. 

Observing all the innovations, it is difficult to imagine that some procedures 

continue to be carried out in the same way as 50 and 100 years ago. For example, filing 

a claim in court or registering a child at birth, starting your own business or registering 

a car – all such public services are still carried out by collecting and providing paper 

documents, with a tremendous amount of time spent. One of the main problems is the 
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storage of all required documents. Each of us has a folder at home with an internal 

passport, foreign passport, taxpayer card, registration, registration, etc. And the number 

of the above documents increases multiples in accordance with the number of members 

of your family. Of course, it is extremely inconvenient to transport papers in this form – 

you have to worry about their safety. 

The solution to this problem was the «Government in a Smartphone» program, 

which was introduced into circulation in several developed European countries. If we 

talk about the CIS countries, then a specially created application appeared in Ukraine 

in the fall of 2019. The idea is to digitize all documents and the ability to provide them 

on a par with paper, as well as conduct all public services online. The application is 

called «Diya» (translated into Russian «Action»). Having entered the AppStore or 

GooglePlay, it is enough to download the application, select the bank in which you 

have issued the card and enter its number. After passing the verification of the phone 

number, you find yourself in your personal account, where all the documents you have 

are already loaded: passports (foreign and domestic), taxpayer card, if available, a 

driver's license and student ID, etc. 

Now, if you want to travel, you only need a smartphone and a suitcase with things. 

At the airport, at passport control, it is enough to bring the phone with the open appli-

cation «Diya» to read the QR code, and you will complete the identity authentication. 

At the moment, digitized documents are replacing paper documents throughout 

Ukraine, so a request to provide a driver's license or passport no longer causes confu-

sion and convulsive feeling of pockets – just unlock your smartphone and, using the 

application, provide all the information you have about yourself. 

Every day, developers are working on introducing new services into the applica-

tion and improving it. It is planned to transfer 100% of public services online by 2024. 

The Digital State also includes several large areas: 

− cybersecurity – security in the electronic space. All public and private infor-

mation and its media must be protected from unauthorized use. For this, specialized 

activities are carried out to ensure their confidentiality, integrity, and data availability. 
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− Democracy – referendums, voting, public budgets, consultations, and polls are 

carried out in the electronic form. 

− business – business is organized in such a way that all document flow with con-

tractors and the state – contracts, invoices, waybills – is electronic. 

− court – online provision of procedural documents, exchange of documents be-

tween courts, institutions and participants in the trial, consideration of individual cases 

online. Participants in the process have constant access to all open documents, and 

messages and results are received in electronic form. 

− healthcare – each patient has his own electronic medical record. All doctors are 

connected to the appropriate online medical platforms, and each hospital has a fully 

digital infrastructure: Wi-Fi, electronic exchange of patient medical data between dif-

ferent institutions (telemedicine) and a system for remote patient monitoring. 

− education – study tablets for students and notebooks for teachers. Instead of pa-

per magazines, electronic ones appear, to which parents always have access. Instead of 

notebooks – electronic documents, instead of single pieces of paper on the test – elec-

tronic tests and forms, instead of textbooks – educational content in various media, Wi-

Fi in each class. 

− transport system – an electronic ticket is being introduced in public transport, 

and projects for mobile parking and traffic management are being created in each city. 

All major roads and railways, railway stations and stations must be provided with 

broadband mobile Internet coverage. 

− smart cities – integrated information systems solve problems with transport, 

«green» technologies are being introduced, each city has an accessible development 

plan, development of industrial and natural capital. This means that cities are becoming 

more thoughtful and convenient, every citizen knows what and why is done in his city. 

− ubiquitous internet – national plan for the development of broadband internet 

access. Special attention is paid to rural coverage to bridge the digital divide, create 

new jobs, and reduce rural-to-urban migration. 

Of course, to freely use all the innovations, you need to master the skills of digital 

literacy. This is facilitated by «Diya. Digital literacy "(translated into Russian." Action. 
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Digital literacy "). Before starting the training, your level of knowledge in this area is 

checked using the nationwide test «Cifrogram», and after that, access to the courses is 

provided. The mastery of the above skills is acquired through watching educational 

series: basic digital skills, digital literacy for teachers, the series for parents «Child 

Safety on the Internet», online services for teachers, online utility bills and others. After 

completing the entire course, you receive a certificate with a certain level of newfound 

knowledge, which is quoted in many companies when applying for a job. 

There are quite a few examples of countries where the State in Smartphone pro-

gram has been implemented to its maximum, but we are glad that the process has al-

ready been launched. If we talk about online elections, then this practice already exists 

in Austria, and considering the Smart City direction, we can see that it has become 

popular in the capitals of Spain and Denmark. Russia was also able to successfully 

transfer the provision of some public services online: appointments to doctors, pur-

chase of land plots, payment of fines, etc. are already available in the corresponding 

application. 

The Digital State is a completely new and truly technologically advanced project. 

Its implementation will help avoid difficulties in the preparation of several documents, 

corruption, in the process of obtaining them, as well as standing up for long queues. I 

hope that soon more countries will adopt this program since its presence testifies to the 

progressiveness and innovativeness of the country. 
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